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Fight Song Chords
[Intro] G [Verse 1] G Like a small boat On the ocean G Sending big waves Into motion Em Like how
a single word Cadd9 Can make a heart open G I might only have one match but I can make an exp
FIGHT SONG CHORDS by Rachel Platten @ Ultimate-Guitar.Com
Fight Song Chords by Rachel Platten Learn to play guitar by chord and tabs and use our crd
diagrams, transpose the key and more.
FIGHT SONG Chords - Rachel Platten | E-Chords
[Pre-Chorus] G C And all those things I didn't say D Em Wrecking balls inside my brain G C I will
scream them loud tonight D Can you hear my voice this time [Chorus] G This is my fight song D
Take back my life song Em C Prove I'm alright ...
Fight Song Chords by Rachel Platten
RACHEL PLATTEN - Fight Song chords and lyrics with strumming pattern. The most accurate version
on the internet. Suitable for guitar, piano and other instruments. Includes reviews and ratings.
RACHEL PLATTEN - Fight Song | ChordZone.org
Today we bring you the chords and lyrics for Fight Song by Rachel Platten. This song got very
popular when it came out on the TV series “Pretty Little Liars” and it became one of the hottest
songs of the summer in 2015 and reached No.6 on the Billboard Hot 100.
Chords for Fight Song by Rachel Platten - Guitar Chords ...
Chords for Rachel Platten - Fight song ... Em Losing friends and C I'm chasing sleep G Everybody's
worrie D d about me Em In too deep C Say I'm in too deep (in too deep) Em And it's been two years
C I miss my home G But there's a fire burning D in my bones Em And I still belie C ve I still believes
RACHEL PLATTEN - FIGHT SONG CHORDS
Song – Fight Song Artists – Rachel Platten Guitar Difficulty Level – Medium Barre Chord – No Chords
Used – Gmajor , Eminor7 , Cmajor , Dmajor ( You can play Cadd9 chord instead of Cmajor chord)
Fight Song Guitar Chords | Strumming Pattern - Rachel Platten
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